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La Oruga Muy Hambrienta: Spanish Board Book
(Spanish Edition)
"Let's find out which toys Rosa and her friends are playing with today! An important
series that celebrates inclusivity, promotes gender equality and embraces the
uniqueness of every child."--p. [4] of cover.
A board book edition of a popular picture book combines vibrant illustrations and
engaging personal stories in a celebration of favorite animals that includes contributions
by such popular children's book artists as Jon Klassen, Tom Lichtenheld, Lucy Cousins
and Mo Willems.
Hug, kiss, nuzzle, snuggle, bounce, rock: There are so many ways to show your love to
baby! Share the love on each spread with simple text prompts and adorable illustrations
of baby animals and their families, from cats to bears to bunnies. With over two million
copies in print, Indestructibles are the books built for the way babies read. They are 100
percent baby-proof, chew-proof, rip-proof, and drool-proof. Printed on a unique
nontoxic, paperlike material that holds up to anything babies can throw at it—gumming,
spilling, dragging across the floor—Indestructibles are the little books that could. They’re
indestructible. And if they get dirty, just throw them in the dishwasher.
Now even younger children can follow the little green caterpillar as he eats his way to
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becoming a beautiful butterfly in this sturdy board book. Full color.
The all-time classic picture book, from generation to generation, sold somewhere in the
world every 30 seconds! Have you shared it with a child or grandchild in your life? For
the first time, Eric Carle’s The Very Hungry Caterpillar is now available in e-book
format, perfect for storytime anywhere. As an added bonus, it includes read-aloud audio
of Eric Carle reading his classic story. This fine audio production pairs perfectly with the
classic story, and it makes for a fantastic new way to encounter this famous, famished
caterpillar.
Small children discover the world around them and declare their relationship to all the
wonders in that world. On board pages.
Celebrate love with #1 New York Times Best-Selling Title "You are the cherry on my
cake; you make the sun shine brighter; you make my heart flutter." Using a range of
images from the World of Eric Carle, and featuring the Very Hungry Caterpillar, this
special gift book gives all the reasons why someone special makes the world a better
and brighter place. Perfect for that someone special any day of the year
All the students in the class are assigned reading buddies, except for Adelaide. She
already has one, a bear! And Adelaide is quite persuasive as she explains to her
language arts teacher, Mrs. Fitz-Pea, and the reader, that bears really do make the
best reading buddies: they sniff out good books and their claws are just right for turning
pages. And the bear looks rather friendly (and studious) in these crayon-bright,
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contemporary illustrations, making this is must-read picture book for story time! The
Capstone Interactive edition comes with simultaneous access for every student in your
school and includes read aloud audio recorded by professional voice over artists.
Walter the Baker
Tomb Song
Are You My Mother?
All about the Very Hungry Caterpillar
Amor de la Oruga Muy Hambrienta
Animals
Calm with the Very Hungry Caterpillar
Besos for Baby
Love from the Very Hungry Caterpillar
Rooster is Off to See the World
There's nothing more fascinating than dinosaurs. In this Level 1
reader, youngsters learn all about the terrifying giants that once
roamed the Earth—maybe even as close as their own backyard!
They'll be wowed by new information and eye-popping illustrations
from National Geographic, a trusted source of children's nonfiction
content. National Geographic supports K-12 educators with ELA
Common Core Resources. Visit www.natgeoed.org/commoncore for
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more information. From the Trade Paperback edition.
A big happy frog, a plump purple cat, a handsome blue horse, and a
soft yellow duck-- all parade across the pages of this delightful
book. Children will immediately respond to Eric Carle's flat, boldly
colored collages. Combined with Bill Martin's singsong text, they
create unforgettable images of these endearing animals.
When the Very Hungry Caterpillar gets anxious, he takes a moment
to breathe and calm himself.
In the light of the moon, a little egg lay on a leaf. "Every child
should have a copy" - Daily Telegraph 2019 marks 50 years since
The Very Hungry Caterpillar first munched his way through a variety
of delicious food and into our hearts. You can celebrate this
incredible milestone with this golden jacketed limited hardback
edition of the original classic story, featuring bonus content: · The
story of the making of the classic · A letter to the reader from Eric
Carle himself Since its first publication in 1969, The Very Hungry
Caterpillar has now sold over 50 million copies worldwide and has
been translated into over sixty-two languages.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of animals, including
puppies, elephants, starfish, and snails. On board pages.
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Have you ever thought about bringing your dragon to the library?
Don't do it! You might have the best intentions, but that dragon will
cause nothing but trouble. Using rhyming text and a diverse cast of
characters, this charming picture book will provide some
important--and some not so important--library etiquette in a very
entertaining way.
Illustrations and rhyming text describe how a parent and child
complement one another.
It's the Grouchy Ladybug's 20th birthday. To celebrate, we are
introducing a new, larger format edition with brighter, more
colorful pages created from Eric Carle's original artwork using the
latest reproduction technology. The Grouchy Ladybug is bigger and
brigher, as irascible but irresistable as ever and will surely delight
new generations of readers, as well as her devoted fans of all ages.
Happy Birthday, Grouchy Ladybug!
A Little Book of Kisses
A Mirror Book
Jack and the Beanstalk, Grades PK - 3
Cerca / Close
National Geographic Readers: Dinosaurs
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Meerkat Splash
Count with the Very Hungry Caterpillar (Sticker Book)
I Love You Through and Through
Eric Carle's Book of Many Things
You Are My I Love You

Some things are close -- cerca. Others are far -- lejos. With sweet simplicity,
this charming dual-language board book and its companion volume,
Lejos/Far, engage young children. Mi cuarto está cerca de la cocina. My
bedroom is close to the kitchen. As she walks from her kitchen through a
daisy-filled yard to the house next door, a little girl notices things that are
close to each other -- just as the little boy she goes to visit is close to her.
Introduces more than two hundred words, including foods, number,
shapes, colors, and feelings.
A rhyming story of unconditional love with adorable illustrations of a
toddler and a teddy bear who declare "I love you through and through!"
While Raccoon is eating pizza at his secret pizza party, he sees a
masquerade party going on in the house next door and joins the fun. By the
New York Times best-selling creators of Dragons Love Tacos!
Winner at the 2016 Gellet Burgess Award - Society & Culture This is a tale
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all about how important it is to shine as brightly as you can, with the light
that we all carry within us and makes us unique. Guided Reading Level: L,
Lexile Level: 640L
An incandescent new voice from Mexico, for readers of Ben Lerner and
Rachel Cusk Sitting at the bedside of his mother as she is dying from
leukemia in a hospital in northern Mexico, the narrator of Tomb Song is
immersed in memories of his unstable boyhood and youth. His mother,
Guadalupe, was a prostitute, and Julián spent his childhood with his half
brothers and sisters, each from a different father, moving from city to city
and from one tough neighborhood to the next. Swinging from the present
to the past and back again, Tomb Song is not only an affecting coming-ofage story but also a searching and sometimes frenetic portrait of the artist.
As he wanders the hospital, from its buzzing upper floors to the haunted
depths of the morgue, Julián tells fevered stories of his life as a writer, from
a trip with his pregnant wife to a poetry festival in Berlin to a drug-fueled
and possibly completely imagined trip to another festival in Cuba.
Throughout, he portrays the margins of Mexican society as well as the
attitudes, prejudices, contradictions, and occasionally absurd history of a
country ravaged by corruption, violence, and dysfunction. Inhabiting the
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fertile ground between fiction, memoir, and essay, Tomb Song is an electric
prose performance, a kaleidoscopic, tender, and often darkly funny
exploration of sex, love, and death. Julián Herbert’s English-language
debut establishes him as one of the most audacious voices in
contemporary letters.
By order of the Duke, Walter the Baker must invent a tasty roll through
which the rising sun can shine three times.
Are you hungry? The Very Hungry Caterpillar certainly is! As he eats his
way through the week help him to count all the fruits and treats by using
the GIANT reusable stickers.
Brown Bear, Brown Bear, What Do You See?
Indestructibles: Love You, Baby
vamos a cantar junto en inglés y español!
Oruga muy hambrienta
My First I See You
Love and Grumpiness
Secret Pizza Party
Peace is an Offering
The Everything Kids' Learning Spanish Book
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Green Pants
This #1 New York Times Best-Selling title is now available in a
Spanish language edition! Celebrate love and ring in Valentine's Day
with The Very Hungry Caterpillar in this adorable book, which is now
available in Spanish! This charming, sweet title featuring The Very
Hungry Caterpillar is the perfect gift for that special someone on
Valentine's Day--or any day of the year. "You are the cherry on my
cake; you make the sun shine brighter; you make my heart flutter."
Using a range of images from the World of Eric Carle, and featuring
The Very Hungry Caterpillar, this special gift book gives all the
reasons why someone special makes the world a better and brighter
place. Perfect for Valentine's Day presents, a must-have for fans of
The Very Hungry Caterpillar, and an ideal gift for that special
someone.
A warm, comforting poem about finding peace in a community of
neighbors Peace is an offering. A muffin or a peach. A birthday
invitation. A trip to the beach. Join this group of neighborhood
children as they find love in everyday things—in sunlight shining
through the leaves and cookies shared with friends—and learn that
peace is all around, if you just look for it. With rhyming verse and
soft illustrations, this book will help families and teachers look
for the light moments when tragedy strikes and remind readers of the
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calm and happiness they find in their own community every day.
Everyone has kisses for Baby, from Mami and Papi to perro and gato.
Using simple Spanish words, this charming read-aloud proves that love
is the same in every language! Parents won't be able to resist giving
baby muchos besos as they share this bilingual read aloud, filled
with bold, graphic illustrations, with their little bébé!
When a mother bird's egg starts to jump, she hurries off to make sure
she has something for her little one to eat, but as soon as she's
gone, out pops the baby bird, who immediately sets off to find his
mother with hilarious results. A beloved classic that was edited by
Dr. Seuss.
This stunning caterpillar-shaped book is an ideal introduction to
this beloved classic. Young children will learn all the words from
the world of "The Very Hungry Caterpillar, " from egg to strawberry,
lollipop, and--finally--beautiful butterfly! Full color. 6 13/16.
From beloved author-illustrator Eric Carle comes this brand-new
interactive board book that features sweet text and shiny mirrors
throughout—sure to endlessly entertain little ones! I see you in the
butterfly who flutters and soars. I see you in the lion who purrs
sweetly, then roars. Who’s in that mirror? It’s you! From a silly
monkey to a shining sun, little ones will love seeing themselves in
these clever mirrors! With Eric Carle’s classic and colorful artwork
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and sweet text that rhymes, this book is a perfect addition to every
Eric Carle collection!
Follows the progress of a hungry little caterpillar as he eats his
way through a varied and very large quantity of food until, full at
last, he forms a cocoon around himself and goes to sleep. On board
pages.
Meerkats cleaning, washing. Woooo! Slipping, sliding, swimming too.
Follow Meerkat Red into the burrow and join all the colourful meerkat
friends for one big crazy bathtime! But who makes the biggest MEERKAT
SPLASH?
A Novel
Los pollitos dicen
La oruga muy hambrienta
Do Not Bring Your Dragon to the Library
The Very Hungry Caterpillar
The Artist Who Painted a Blue Horse
I Love You, Sun I Love You, Moon
The Grouchy Ladybug
Juan y los frijoles magicos
Bears Make the Best Reading Buddies
Gustavo's family has a mariachi band and everyone except Gustavo is in it. Follow
him as he finds his place in the family business.
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English-Spanish Version In this beloved tale, Jack watches in amazement as his
magic beans grow into a beanstalk that reaches beyond the clouds! Children will
eagerly continue reading to see whether Jack can sneak past a hungry giant to
rescue the golden harp. Between the pages of the Brighter Child(R) Keepsake
Stories books are the classic tales of magic, imagination, and inspiration that will
delight children again and again. From the hard-working Red Hen to the foolish
Gingerbread Man, these stories will capture children's interest and spark their
imagination page after page, inspiring a lifelong love of literature and reading.
Each book includes 32 pages of fresh, captivating illustrations, and measures 8" x
8".
A brilliant new Eric Carle picture book for the artist in us all Every child has an
artist inside them, and this vibrant picture book from Eric Carle will help let it out.
The artist in this book paints the world as he sees it, just like a child. There's a
red crocodile, an orange elephant, a purple fox and a polka-dotted donkey. More
than anything, there's imagination. Filled with some of the most magnificently
colorful animals of Eric Carle's career, this tribute to the creative life celebrates
the power of art.
A funny full-color picture book with press-out Valentines, stickers, and a
poster--all starring Grumpy Cat! Valentine's Day is all about love and
friendship--things Grumpy Cat hates! But when she notices Pokey enjoying sweet
treats and kind wishes, she just might change her grumpy ways. Children ages 3
to 7, as well as Grumpy Cat fans of all ages, will enjoy this funny, full-color book
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that includes press-out Valentines, stickers, and an awesome poster! Grumpy Cat
is the most famous cat in the world, with over 8 million Facebook followers, her
own TV movie, a mobile game, plus loads of book-buying fans!
Hola, amigos! Learning espanol is a blast with this book. Packed with sections of
fun facts, tips, and silly Spanish phrases, kids will be speaking Spanish pronto! In
addition to thirty Spanish-themed puzzles, kids find: Pronunciations of Spanish
words Commonly used words for around the house and town Terms for describing
themselves en espanol An English-Spanish glossary As a bonus, the book includes
a comprehensive parent/teacher guide to facilitate learning. Loaded with simple,
lively lessons to keep kids busy for hours, this book is just the thing to get little
readers to hablar espanol hoy!
Presents a bilingual version of the traditional Latin American song about a brood
of baby chicks and the way the mother hen cares for them.
Jameson refuses to wear pants that are not green, until he has to choose between
wearing his green pants and wearing a tuxedo with black pants so that he can be
in his cousin's wedding.
Rosa Loves Dinosaurs
Lucy's Light
The Best Mariachi in the World
Exercises and puzzles to help you learn Espanol
The Very Hungry Caterpillar. 50th Anniversary Edition
What's Your Favorite Animal?
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